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KYBERNETIKA-VQLUME 19 (1983), NUMBER 5

ON THE GROUP PULSE PROCESSES
I. Classification
KAREL VOKURKA

The «th order group pulse process is defined to be the group pulse process with n levels of pulse
clustering. Three basic types of pulse processes, i.e., the processes with independent points,
independent intervals, and constant intervals, are considered and structural formulas for these
processes are introduced. Finally, mutual relations between the inner and the outer characteristics of the pulse process and among the point, pulse, and continuous processes are shortly
discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
The group pulse processes represent a generalization of the pulse processes without
clustering. Some simple group pulse processes were used in the late 50's and during
60's by Bunkin [1] to model Barkhausen noise, by Furutsu and Ishida [2] to model
atmospheric radio noise and by Akulichev and Olshevskii [3], [4] to approximate
cavitation noise. In communication theory they were first introduced by Lee [5],
Levin and Fomin [6] and Levin [7]. The latter two authors also coined the term
"the group pulse process". Review of the work on the group pulse processes that was
carried out in connection with pulse signals in the late 60's and early 70's may be
found in the book by Konovalov and Tarasenko [8]. Recently, the group pulse
processes of high complexity have been studied by Konovalov [9], [10] and Goldberg [11].
In approximating cavitation noise the author used both the processes DA P and
BAP [12]. The derivation of the power spectra of these processes was published
in [13] and [14], respectively. As for the process DA P , the results obtained differ
from those derived by Akulichev and Olshevskii [3], [4]. Recently, the process
DA P A P has been used to model Barkhausen noise [15]. The results of the works
[13] —[15] are further generalized in papers [16], [17], where the power spectra
of the nth order group pulse processes A, B and D are derived.
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During the work on the papers [13] — [17] the non-existence of a suitable classification, terminology and structural formulas was felt as a serious drawback. This paper
is an attempt to bridge this gap.
The paper is organized as follows. The concept of the nth order group pulse
process is introduced in Section 2. The basic pulse processes A, B and D are defined
in Section 3, where the structural formulas of the group pulse processes are also
developed. A relation between the outer and the inner statistical description of the
pulse process is discussed in Section 4. At last, an attempt to clarify the position
of the pulse processes among the point and continuous processes is undertaken
in Section 5.

2. THE nth ORDER GROUP PULSE PROCESS
A disturbance of a limited duration will be called a pulse. According to the nature
of the disturbance the pulses may be electrical, acoustical, optical, etc. The form
of the pulses may be mathematically described by a suitable real time function f(t).
This function will be also called the pulse. Not every real time function f(t) can be
the pulse. For example, to ensure existence of first and second moments, f(i) must
be absolutely and square integrable.
Time sequences of pulses occurring in physical and biological systems are called
either pulse signals or pulse noises. Mathematical models of these signals and noises
will be referred to as the pulse processes.
Both the form and occurrence of pulses can be either random or deterministic.
Accordingly, the pulse processes are also either random or deterministic. We shall be
interested in the random pulse processes first of all because the deterministic pulse
processes may be regarded as their special case.
In order to describe a pulse sequence mathematically a suitable point determining
the pulse position with respect to the time axis origin must be defined. This point
will be called a pulse reference point and an instant the pulse has a maximum may
be conveniently used for this purpose.
The random form of pulses may be described in several ways. For example, the
time function f(t, a) may be given, where o is an w-dimensional random vector
of m random pulse parameters such as the amplitude, the time constant, etc. Another
possible way is to define a set of N functions f,(t), where n = 1,..., N, and a probability, P(n), of an event that/„(r) occurs in a realization of the pulse process.
Let us now consider pulses randomly distributed along the time axis and let us
assume that the pulses occur in groups and these groups form group clusters and the
group clusters form larger units, etc. (Fig. 1). In this work only stationary or cyclostationary [18] processes will be considered. This means that the clustering will be
either "homogeneous" or "periodical" along the time axis.
It will be useful to distinguish the different levels on which clustering occurs.
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Thus, for example, the clustering of pulses into groups represents one level, the clustering of pulse groups into group clusters represents another level, etc. In other words
the groups on a certain level are formed of lesser units (subgroups) on a lower level
and they alone may form larger units (group clusters) on a higher level.
In order to describe the position of the pulse groups and of all larger units, the
I
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Fig. 1. Complex group pulse process.

reference points of the groups, group clusters, etc., will also be introduced. The
group reference point may be conveniently identified with a reference point of some
prominent subgroup in the group, e.g., with the first subgroup in the group. However,
it may lay aside any subgroup reference point and may be identified, for example,
with a "center of gravity" of the group.
If a certain level of the group clustering is examined in more detail, then it may be
seen that the reference points of the groups in a cluster also form a group on the next
higher level. This is true for any level of clustering but the highest one on which the
reference points never cluster systematically. Let us therefore denote this highest
level as the level zero (no clustering occurs), the first lower level as the 1st level,
the next one as the 2nd level, etc., and at last the level where the pulses form the
groups as the nth level (Fig. 2).
The group pulse process having n clustering levels will be referred to as the nth
order group pulse process. Thus, for example, the second order group pulse process
is formed by the clusters of the pulse groups, the first order group pulse process is
formed by the pulse groups and with the pulse process of the order zero no systematic
clustering occurs.
Let us now denote the pulses, the pulse groups, the group clusters, etc., by suitable
subscripts. Starting with the level zero the reference points (further only points)
will be denoted by the subscript /, where i — 0, + 1 , +2, ..., +co. Thus any group
on the first level is also determined by the subscript i. The points inside the groups on
the first level will be denoted by the subscript k1, where fcj = 1, ..., K{ and K ; is a
number of points in the fth group. The points inside the groups on the second level
will be denoted by the subscript k2, where k2 = 1, ..., Kikl and Kiykl is a number of
points in the /cjth subgroup on the second level. Similarly it will be proceeded on
the next lower levels. Hence, any point on the level zero is denoted by one sub376

script (/'), any point on the first level by two subscripts (/', fcj), on the second level by
three subscripts (/',ku k2),...,and on the nth level by // + 1 subscripts (/', kL, ..., kn)
— see Fig. 3.
Let us denote the position of the /th point on the level zero with respect to the time
axis origin by T ; , the position of the fcxth point on the first level in the /th group with
respect to the (reference) point of the /'th group by <piM, etc., and the position of the

Fig.2. Levels of pulse clustering.
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Fig. 3. Numbering of points and pulses. No assumption about the point ordering has been
done so far and therefore the points can be both ordered and disordered (see Remark 1). However,
for figure to be easy to survey the points are drawn in ordered sequences.

fc„th point on the nth level in the kn-xth group of the fc„_2th cluster, etc., with respect
to the point of the fc„_!ih group by (Pixu—,kn- Thus the position of the fc„th pulse
in the fc„_!th group,..., in the /'th cluster with respect to the time axis origin is given
by (Fig. 4)
(!)
W--,/<„ = T ' + <PiM + ••• + <PiM,-,k„
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and the rath order group pulse process £(f) may be written in the form

(2)

m= f

z •• -"E*""/(»-t i M ,..., k n ,a t M ,... t J.

i = - o o 1(1 =.1

fc„=l

Here aiku...An is an m-dimensional random vector of m random parameters of the
!c„th pulse in the fc„_ith group ... in the fth cluster.

r

i
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Fig. 4. Determination of pulse position with respect to the time axis origin. For figure to be easy
to survey the variables <p are chosen to be positive only. However, this need not always be the
case because for some reference point positions the variables q> can be both positive and negative.

3. CLASSIFICATION O F THE PULSE PROCESSES
If the process £,{t) is to be determined by (2), then it is necessary to know the
mutual distribution function of all random variables occurring in this expression.
Such a determination of the process £(f) will be referred to as the determination
by the inner characteristics.
In this paper only the processes for which the random variables Kh • ••.•Kj.t. ,..:,*.,_,,
U,k,,-.k„ a n d the random vectors a,M ...kn are mutually independent will be considered. This independence is meant to occur not only among the different variables but
also among the same variables having different values of subscripts. The only exception from this assumption are the random variables tiAu...ikn. They will also be assumed to be independent of the other random variables, yet between two random
variables <.,*,,...,*, having different subscripts a certain statistical dependence, the
nature of which will be explained below, may occur.
According to the expression (l) the random variables t{klt...ikn equal the sum
of random variables xh (piikl,...,(pi:kl,...,kn- In this paper only the case will be considered
when the random variables rh y>ijt1,...,<Pi,kl,—,kn a r e mutually independent, i.e.,
there is no statistical dependence between the different levels. The random variables
^..-.-^.jtj.-At-j a n d the random vector o ; M ...A) will also be assumed identically
distributed, i.e., their distribution does not depend on the value of the subscripts.
Owing to many subscripts the notation used so far is rather cumbersome. Therefore,
in cases where there is no danger of misunderstanding the notation will be substantially simplified. From Fig. 3 it follows that there are two main directions in which
subscripts change. First, there is a vertical direction, i.e., between different levels.
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Second, there is a horizontal direction, i.e., inside the groups. To denote the vertical
position a subscript p (1 ^ p g n) will be used. Then in the simplified notation all
the subscripts but the last one, i.e., the one belonging to the level p, will be omitted.
Thus, for example, we shall write Kp instead ofKikt„.kp.
To denote the horizontal
position (in a group) a subscript q (l ^ q g Kp) will be used. For example, we shall
write tq and <pq instead of tiiklr..:kp and (Pi,kl,...,kp, respectively. However, in this case
information regarding the level that is considered must be added.
Now we may return to the original problem of the pulse processes classification.
With respect to the statistical dependence of variables tq three basic types of processes,
definitions of which follow, will be distinguished.
Definition 1. (a) Let the random variables T ; on the level zero be mutually inde
pendent and uniformly distributed in an principal interval (0, T) and let the number
of points in this interval, I, be Poisson distributed, (b) Let the random variables <pq
on the pth level be mutually independent and identically distributed.
Then the statistical independence of the type (a) and (b) will be denoted by A and
we shall say that on the given level the process is of the type A, i.e., with independent
point occurrence times or in short with independent points.
Remark 1. With processes A it is not necessary to assume that the points are
ordered, i.e., it need not hold on the pth level that
<Pą

(3)

However, with the processes that will be defined below the points must always be
ordered, that is, the relation (3) must hold. If the points are ordered, then the interval,
$ ; , between two successive points on the level zero equals # ; = T ; + 1 — T ; and the
interval, eq, between two successive points in a group on the pth level equals eq =
= <Pq+i - <P„(Fig. 5).

pih

level

Fig. 5. Interval between two neighbouring points on the pth level.

Definition 2. (a) Let the random variables 5 ; on the level zero be mutually indepen
dent and identically distributed, (b) Let the random variables eq on the pth level be
mutually independent and identically distributed.
Then the statistical independence of the type (a) and (b) will be denoted by B and
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we shall say that on the given level the process is of the type B, i.e., with independent
intervals among the points or in short with independent intervals.
Definition 3. (a) Let the random variables 3 ; on the level zero be deterministically
distributed with probability density w.(S) = d(B — 90), where 90 is a given constant,
(b) Let the random variables sq on the pth level be deterministically distributed
with a probability density Wj(e) = <5(e — sp), where sp is a given constant.
Then such a dependence will be denoted by D and we shall say that on the given
level the process is of the type D, i.e., with constant intervals among points or in
short with constant intervals.
Remark 2. If it is clear from the context what is meant, the expressions "the zero
order process of the type A" and "the process of the type A on the pth level" will
usually be shortened to "the process A". .
Though it has not been said explicitly up to now it is evident that a group pulse
process can be of different types, i.e., A, B and D, and with different distributions
of random variables /, Kp, T,, <pp, 9: and sp on different levels. To be able to describe
the structure of a certain group pulse process in a short way the structural formulas
will be introduced now. These may be written in a form
LL ... L
where each L represents one level (taken from the left to the right, the first L stands
for the level zero, the second one for the first level, etc., the last one representing
the nth level). According to the type of the process on the given level these L can be
substituted by the letters A, B and D. The use of the structural formula can be best
illustrated by a simple example. Let us consider a second order group pulse process
that is of the type B on the level zero, of the type A on the first level and of the type D
on the second level. The structural formula of this process has the form
BAD.
It may sometimes be useful to give further data regarding the pulse process in the
structural formula. This information may concern, for example, the distribution
of the random variables Kp. The type of this distribution will be denoted by a superscript at the corresponding L. Here only two important distributions of the number
of points in groups will be mentioned. First of all it will be the Poisson distribution
that will be denoted by the capital P. The deterministic distribution represents the
second important case. Now the number of points in groups is constant and equals
Kp. This distribution will be denoted by the capital D. With respect to applications
the case when Kp = 1 is quite important and occurs rather frequently. When this
happens the digit 1 will be written instead of the capital D. As only single points
can occur on the level zero, this digit should always be written as a superscript
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of the first L. However, to simplify the notation it will usually be omitted. If necessary,
further distributions may be denoted by suitable capital letters.
Another important information which may be written in the structural formula
concerns the distribution of the random variables <pp (in the case of the process A) or
ep and 9, (in the case of the process B and D). This distribution will be denoted by
a subscript at the corresponding L. The normal distribution will be denoted by the
capital G, the exponential distribution by the capital E, the uniform distribution
by the capital T, the deterministic distribution by the capital D and at last the gamma
distribution by the capital T. According to the distribution of the random variables
T; or 9t on the level zero four basic types of the pulse processes were defined in [14].
These are the periodic, the quasiperiodic, the aperiodic and the homogeneous
processes. The aperiodic processes may further be subdivided into the processes
with an attractive and repulsive correlation between points. The quasiperiodic
process will be denoted by the capital Q, the aperiodic process by the capital A.
In the case of the attractive correlation this capital A will be suplemented by the
symbol + while the symbol — is reserved for the repulsive correlation. Hence
the structural formula of the quasiperiodic process begins with BQ and that of the
periodic process with D or B D . In the case of the aperiodic process with the attractive
or repulsive correlation the first L is replaced by B A + or B A _, respectively, and
finally, in the case of the Poisson homogeneous process by A or B E . Similar notation
and terminology can certainly be applied to the higher levels, too.
In the end of this section examples of the structural formulas of three special
processes will be given. The structural formula of the pure periodical process has
the form
D D D . . . D D or B D B D \ . . B D .
It is the periodicity of points that is considered here. However, if all components
of the random vector a have a deterministic distribution (the pulses with non-random
form), the pure periodical process will pass into the deterministic process which is
the periodic function in the usual mathematical sense.
The structural formula of the pure homogeneous process has the form
AAP...AP.
The pure homogeneous process of the order zero is the well known homogeneous
Poisson process [13].
The structural formula of the Poisson periodic process has the form (n _t l)
DDD...DDAP

or

B D B_...B_A P ,

p

where the process A must always be present on the nth level.
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4. THE INNER AND THE OUTER CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE PULSE PROCESS
It was mentioned in the preceding sections that if the function f(t, a), the probability densities w,„(a), wx(Kx)
w^X,) and the probability densities W^T),
W
I(<?>I)> •••> w1(q>„) 0 n the case of the process A) or the probability densities wt(9),
wx(sx),..., wx(s„) (in the case of the process B and D) are known, then from the
statistical point of view the process £,(t) is in certain sense sufficiently described*.
Since this description characterizes the inner structure of the pulse process, i.e.,
the statistical properties of individual pulses and their clusters, it will be referred
to as the inner description and the corresponding distributions as the inner characteristics.
However, the random pulse processes may also be characterized by the sequence
of the probability densities w(x1;t1), w(xi,x2;t1,t2),...,w(x1,...,x„;
tx,...,t„).
Here, for example, the first probability density w(xt; tx) gives a probability of an
event that at time tx the process £(?) is found in an interval (xt, xx + dxx). Similarly,
the second probability density w(xt, x2; tx, t2) gives a probability of an event that
at time tt the process £(t) is found in an interval (xx, xx + dx^) and at time t2 it is
found in an interval (x2, x2 + dx2). The higher probability density is known, the
more one knows about the process £,(t). In fact, often only basic moments, such as
the mean, the variance or the autocorrelation function are known. All these characteristics describe the pulse process £(t) as viewed from outside and say very little
about the individual pulses and their clusters directly. Therefore they will be referred
to as the outer description and the corresponding probability densities or their
moments as the outer characteristics.
One of the main tasks in the theory of the pulse processes is to find a mutual
relation between the inner and the outer characteristics. It is the purpose of this
section to discuss this relation in more detail.
Quite generally, the inner characteristics contain more information about the pulse
process than the outer ones. It is possible, for example, to determine the outer characteristics of the pulse process £,(t) from the inner ones. However, during this determination the statistical averaging accompanied by the irreversible lost of information
is used. Hence, the determination of the inner characteristics from the outer ones
may be done only in some simple cases and it is usually necessary to obtain some
further information about the pulse process. An example of this problem may be
found in Bell's paper [19].
*) In some applications it may also be useful to know some other statistics. These may be,
for example, the probability distribution (or its moments) of the number, N, of pulses occurring
in an interval (0, T) (counting statistics), the probability density function for the forward recurrence time (time from an arbitrary moment to the first pulse) and the multifold statistics,
including the joint probability distribution of the numbers of pulses Nx, N2, ... in multiple
adjacent time intervals, and their moments.
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The inner characteristics have direct relation to the underlying physical mechanism
that generates the pulse noise. This is the reason why in the noise research efforts
are made to determine them. If the pulses do not overlap, it is possible to measure
the inner characteristics directly. However, this is usually not the case because the
noises with non-overlapping pulses are very rare. One exception is Barkhausen
noise at extremely slow magnetization [15]. Impulsive noise ("statics", "interferences", etc.) in radiocommunications can serve as another example of the noise
with relatively low density of pulses [2]. Nevertheless, the most pulse noises are
formed by pulses with very high density of overlapping (e.g., shot noise and cavitation noise) so that direct determination (measurement) of the inner characteristics
is impossible. The outer characteristics are the only ones that can be measured
directly and, when supplemented with further information, they serve as the starting
point in search for the inner characteristics.
There is also another limitation. Both in experiments and in theoretical reasonings
it is usually possible to work only with simpler outer characteristics, such as the
autocorrelation function, the power spectrum or the first probability density. This
is due to the tremendous mathematical and experimental difficulties that accompany
the determination of the more complex characteristics. It was shown in numerous
papers that the derivation of the power spectrum from the inner characteristics
does not represent any serious problem for many pulse processes. In [16] and [17]
we want to show this also for the nth order group pulse processes A, B and D. The
autocorrelation function can be either computed directly from the inner characteristics or can be obtained from the power spectrum using the Fourier transform. However,
already the derivation of the first probability density function can represent a difficult
task and in literature it was found only for some simple pulse processes such as
the homogeneous Poisson process and only under certain limitations [20] — [22].
Similar picture may be seen in laboratories where only spectrum analyzers, correlators,
and amplitude probability analyzers (the first probability density) are common.
In addition, during a measurement of the statistical characteristics (e.g., of spectrograms) only more or less exact estimates can be obtained [23].
The last limitation is due to the fact that the theory of the pulse processes is still
in its beginning and up till now only a few simple pulse processes with relatively
few correlations among different pulse parameters and pulses have been analysed.
As a consequence of the mentioned difficulties, the knowledge of the inner characteristics of the most noises is still rather poor at present time. Shot noise (more
exactly: the shot noise model) is believed to be understood rather well [24]. There is
also some knowledge of the inner characteristics of Barkhausen noise [15]. It is much
worse in the case of cavitation noise [12], [25]. At last, l//noise represents an example,
where, in spite of an enormous experimental and theoretical effort almost nothing
is known about the inner characteristics at present [26] — [28].
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5. POINT PROCESSES, PULSE PROCESSES, AND CONTINUOUS
PROCESSES
In this section the mutual relation among the point, pulse, and continuous processes
will be discussed briefly, so that the position of the pulse processes in the frame
of all random processes could be more exactly specified.
Let us consider a realization of a pulse process. If the pulse reference points are
taken into account only, then these points represent a realization of a point process.
On the other hand if the envelope of the superposed pulses is taken into account
only, then this envelope represents a realization of a continuous process*. It follows
that the pulse processes are closely related both with the point and continuous processes. However, it should be stressed here that they represent an independent
class of random processes with its own tasks, methods, terminology and area of applications. It also follows that the outer description defined in the preceding section
coincides with the statistical description of the continuous processes. On the other
hand, the statistical description of the point processes forms only a part of the inner
characteristics.
Development of both the point processes theory and the pulse processes theory
was in many respects independent. As a result, there is a partially different terminology.
For example, the pulse processes with independent intervals have their counterpart
in the renewal point processes [29] and the group pulse processes in the point clustering processes [30], [31] or branching (cascade) point processes [32]. The processes
AA and ABE are known in the point processes theory as the Neyman-Scott and
Bartlett-Lewis models [33], respectively. Some authors even consider the pulse
processes as a special class of the point processes and call them filtered point processes
[34], [35], marked and filtered point processes [36] and so on. Unfortunately, even
in the frame of the pulse processes theory the terminology is not standardized yet
and several concurrent notations and terms are in use.
6. SUMMARY
In the paper the concept of the nth order group pulse process was introduced
and three simple pulse processes, i.e., the processes A, B and D were defined and
classified. There is a number of other pulse processes described in the literature that
were not considered here. These are mostly the pulse processes with some kind of
correlation among pulses as, for example, the processes without overlapping. It is
believed that these processes may be included in the classification later when a better
insight into their structure is gained.
(Received April 8, 1982.)
* From the mathematical point of view this envelope need not always be continuous. This is
the case, for example, when the pulses have a form of rectangular or delta functions. However,
from the physical point of view the envelope will always be continuous. It is this view that gave
the name to this important class of random processes suitable to model all real signals and noises.
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